
violence and they need to know the basics of victimology. They need to know how to deal with them to recognize the investigative, 
therapeutic, judicial, social and cultural needs of the victims. They should know that victims have the right. A brief exploration 
of the various aspects of victimology which can be useful to the medical stakeholders is being introduced and discussed in this 
paper. Starting from the history of victimology to the various theories of its origin, victim's rights, victimology ethics, and the 

of victimology and ultimately this knowledge can guide and help them to deal with the victims rightfully.
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The word "victim" originated in English in 1497, when the 
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period, the Dark period, and the re-emergence of the victim 

Golden Period:

Dark Period: In the Dark period, also known as the criminal 

against the king or government, and the king or government 

Re-emergence of the Victim Period: In the Re-emergence 
of the victim era, emphasis is on the rights and needs of the 
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4 In modern days 
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Forensic victimology is concerned with the critical 

 Forensic Victimology is a 
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In the victimology concept, the victim's relationship to 
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Positivistic Theory
9

Defective Genes and Injuries
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Social Structural Theory: 

Control Theory: 

Labelling Theory

Social psychology plays an important role in why some are 

Lifestyle Exposure Theory:
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the active personality of the victim, passivity of victim and 
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Victimology is on the social theories like criminology, 

more stress on the assistance to the victims and the victims' 
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Routine Activity Theory
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Green Victimology
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comparing to the theoretical approaches of victimology, 
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Weak victims will stop engagement with the law enforcement 
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 Social media 
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more while policymaking, as had happened in one case in 
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28 and 

It is a system where government agencies enforce the law, 
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have emerged to take care of the victims and their rights in 
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35 Victims and 

Victims create a financial impact on the governments, 

Ethics

It applies more to professionals while dealing with their clients 
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Why a person is targeted comes from the history and 
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37,38 The rights of 

victimology and ethics as the keywords and some missing 

read and the information gathered was presented in this 
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criminology, which is the right approach as the victim is the 



on contemporary patterns of commercial victimisation and the 

victimology-research


